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Figure 1: Based on the guidelines and our study, we built a browser plug-in to detect a table online and modify it to make it 
more accessible. The tool has multiple features that promote a better understanding of the table’s structure and contents. 

ABSTRACT 
The data table is a basic but versatile representation to commu-
nicate data. From government reports to bank statements, tables 
efectively carry essential data-driven information by visually or-
ganizing data using rows, columns, and other arrangements (e.g., 
merged cells). However, many tables online neglect the accessibil-
ity requirements for people who rely on screen readers, such as 
people who are blind or have low vision (BLV). First, we consol-
idated guidelines to understand what makes a table inaccessible 
for BLV people. We conducted an interview study to understand 
the importance of tables and identify further design requirements 
for an accessible table. We built a tool that automatically detects 
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HTML formatted tables online and transforms them into accessi-
ble tables. Our evaluative study demonstrates how our tool can 
help participants understand the table’s structure and layout and 
support smooth navigation when the table is large and complex. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Tables are a common data representation in the wild. According 
to the collection assembled by Borkin et al. [34], 17.4% of data 
visualizations were tables (c.f., 25.4% were bar charts, and 13.4% 
were line charts). Tables are a great medium to represent data 
through rows and columns, helping readers read and locate values. 
As tables carry essential information for data-driven information, 
WCAG and other organizations ofer various accessibility guidelines 
to aid people who are blind and have low vision (BLV) by suggesting 
more accessible HTML formats for designing tables online. 

Designing an accessible table using HTML can be easy when 
the table is relatively simple (e.g., one heading without any nesting 
or merging cells). As long as authors use proper table tags (e.g., 
<table> to wrap the entire table, th for heading), the majority 
of screen readers can parse the structure and access the values. 
However, many tables in the wild use more advanced visual struc-
tures, efectively conveying the data to sighted people. For example, 
merged cells can immediately give the impression that multiple 
cells have the same value without an explicit remark. A nested table 
can indicate a hierarchical relationship without requiring explain-
ing the structure. These are efective visual cues that help sighted 
people better extract the semantics of the data and its structure. 
However, while a few guidelines prescribe how authors can mark 
these structures with proper HTML tags and attributes, it remains 
unclear how they impact BLV people. 

In this work, we set out to understand the experience of BLV 
people with data tables and improve their experience by developing 
a tool. First, we consolidate existing guidelines to understand how 
organizations devoted to accessibility advise authors to create ac-
cessible tables online. Then, we conduct an interview study with 13 
BLV people to further understand the experience with well-marked 
complex tables and ill-designed tables. Based on the guidelines and 
the study, we create a browser plug-in that detects HTML formatted 
tables and transforms them into more accessible tables. We evaluate 
the usability and usefulness of our tool and report the fndings. 

We found that many guidelines emphasize the importance of 
using proper HTML markups and avoiding complex structures. 
Some guidelines also provide advice on how to structure complex 
tables. Our study found that participants can struggle to parse 
data from tables with multi-headings or merged cells, even when 
properly marked. We also identifed simple features, such as sorting 
and fltering, that help to locate values and support inference while 
interacting with tables. We derived design requirements for our 
tool by synthesizing guidelines and the study results. Participants 
shared that our tool can help them understand the structure and 
layout better and it supports them to perform various tasks (e.g., 
quick value retrievals). 

Our contribution is four-fold: 

(1) We survey and consolidate existing guidelines on how to 
design accessible HTML tables. 

(2) We report fndings from a study illustrating what prior ex-
perience participants had with data tables, what tasks they 
carry out with tables, what makes tables inaccessible for 
them, and how we should improve the design of tables. 

(3) Based on the accessibility issues identifed by the synthesized 
guidelines and the formative study, we develop a Chrome 

browser plug-in that reforms the table in an accessible table 
while BLV people read online documents. 

(4) We report fndings that demonstrate how our tool makes 
table interactions more accessible online. 

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK 
This section presents how an HTML table is designed and how 
screen readers will read the table. Then, we discuss prior work 
on resolving accessibility issues around data tables from various 
research communities. 

2.1 HTML Formatted Tables 
When an author wants to create a table on a web page, the author 
can use the <table> tag and its attributes to structure the table. To 
be read properly via screen readers, a few tags and attributes should 
be set. The basic table structuring elements are the following. <th> 
indicates header cells and <td> indicates data cells. <thead> and 
<tbody> can be used to indicate the headers and actual data values, 
respectively, to group them semantically. <tr> indicates which 
elements belong to the same row. <caption> is used to describe 
and provide extra information about the table. In the header tag, 
scope=‘‘colgroup’’ or/and scope=‘‘rowgroup’’ can be added 
to provide information of orientations and how the header and the 
data cells are associated. rowspan and colspan are used to merge 
cells. 

To demonstrate how screen readers parse simple tables, con-
sider VoiceOver (built-in screen reader on Mac) reading the exam-
ple shown in Fig 2. Once the user navigates to the table element, 
VoiceOver would read the caption frst and explain the detected 
structure of the table: “In web content, New reported doses ad-
ministrated by day, table, three columns, fve rows.” Once the user 
navigates to the frst header (Fig 2 (1) Date), it would read “Date, 
column 1 of 3. You are currently on a text element, inside of a cell.” 
When the user goes to the bottom cell (Fig 2 (2) Jan 1), it would read 
“row 2 of 5, January frst.” In this case, the screen reader unpacks the 
abbreviation automatically. However, authors could provide their 
own version by using the abbr tag. Once the user navigates to the 
second column (from Jan 1 to 0 - Fig 2 (3)), VoiceOver would read 
the column name to indicate the associated heading of the cell and 
also the location in terms of columns: “Doses administered by day, 
0, column 2 of 3.” If the author did not mark the header using <th>, 
screen readers would not be able to execute this function. When 
the user moves to a diferent row (from 0 to 1,431,168 - Fig 2 (4)), 
it mentions the current row index and its value without repeating 
the column name “row 3 out of 5, one million four hundred and 
thirty-one thousand one hundred and sixty-eight.” If the table is 
vertically laid out, as indicated by scope=‘‘rowgroup’’, this prac-
tice will be reversed (e.g., when users move across rows, it repeats 
the row name). 

2.2 Data Table Accessibility 
In this section, we introduce research eforts put in to enhance table 
accessibility. Algorithms to detect table layout, representations, 
interaction techniques, and evaluative metrics and studies have 
been investigated. 
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Figure 2: An example of the HTML code and the rendered 
table. 

2.2.1 Detecting Table Structures. Detecting tables and the associ-
ated elements and structure are the frst steps for improving acces-
sibility using an automated method. Several methods have been 
proposed to detect the structure of HTML tables [41, 57, 59, 76, 78]. 
Often these methods combine modeling approach, HTML tags de-
tection, and heuristics to detect tables and their structure. For ex-
ample, recent work proposes an automated pipeline to predict the 
structure and the orientation of web tables based on the similarity 
of data across rows and columns [57]. Detecting tables and their 
structures have been investigated in other media formats as well, 
including Excel (e.g., [42, 47]) and PDF (e.g., [28, 51, 69]). 

2.2.2 Developing Techniques and Representations to Improve Table 
Accessibility. Several works introduce interaction techniques to im-
prove accessibility on navigating data tables [33, 53, 61, 79]. For 

example, Asakawa and Itoh developed table navigation methods 
using three features, namely a table cursor, a table pointer, and a 
cell-jumping key [33]. Using the numeric keypad on the keyboard, 
a user can move the table cursor horizontally (key 4 or 6) or verti-
cally (key 2 or 8). The table pointer reads out the cells around the 
current cell without changing the position. The cell-jumping key 
allows the user to jump around the merged cells. This work consid-
ers splitting the merged cells (i.e.,“ungridded” table) to support a 
better navigation experience. Recent work also uses keyboard inter-
action to support users’ spatial perception while interacting with 
web interfaces, including data tables [53]. The proposed system, 
SPRITEs (Spatially Region Interaction Techniques), leverages the 
2D nature of keyboards that helps users orient themselves in the 
space. For example, SPRITEs allows users to navigate data tables 
using keys around the left edge (e.g., tab, caps lock), which map 
to each row, and the number keys on the top, which map to each 
column. While one of the table related tasks took longer time with 
SPRITEs compared to the baseline condition (i.e., screen readers), 
the evaluation demonstrated that more participants were able to 
complete the tasks, including fnding specifc values or fnding all 
the instances of a value in a given column or row. 

To further improve the accessibility of data tables, other modali-
ties of interactions have also been incorporated to communicate 
data values in tables in addition to speech modality. For example, 
prior work has explored the used of haptic or tactile devices [35, 43], 
sonifcation [67] or both approaches combined [27, 46, 48, 54, 55]. 
For example, Chiousemoglou and Jurgensen develop a system that 
can convert tables to a tactile version using Braille display [43]. The 
main challenge of rendering tables with Braille dots is the size of 
the haptic screen, often too small to accommodate a table. They 
overcome the issue by leveraging zooming and scrolling features. 
Beyond the well-explored alternative modalities, such as tactile 
and auditory, the prosody of speech also has been investigated to 
convey the structure of tables by varying tones and accent [70–73]. 

To facilitate smooth navigation, several works design new repre-
sentations and the associated system to generate those represen-
tations [62–65]. For example, Pontelli et al. frst demonstrated the 
importance of spatial cues by conducting a user study and then 
proposed a system based on the study that generates a semantic 
representation of the table by incorporating the table’s structure 
and the generated description by human [62]. 

As opposed to improving interactions and representations di-
rectly, labels are a more indirect but generalizable method to im-
prove accessibility. For example, Accessible Rich Internet Applica-
tions (ARIA) labels enhance the accessibility of every web compo-
nent, including data tables. ARIA labels are read by screen readers 
despite not being visible on the browser, describing non-text el-
ements. ARIA labels ofer a series of principles to improve the 
accessibility of a website, and additional HTML attributes to pro-
vide extra information to support people with disabilities [45]. ARIA 
labels are used extensively online, including Wikipedia [39]. 

2.2.3 Evaluating Table Accessibility and Accessibility Diagnosis Tools. 
While data tables are recognized as a helpful representation to com-
municate data, some accessibility issues remain, hindering people 
with visual impairments from accessing and understanding the 
contents [32, 44, 50]. For example, in 2020, Haider and Yesilada 
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collected around 16,000 table elements from the Web (i.e., HTML 
elements used the table tag) and studied the prevalence of spe-
cifc HTML table tags that infuence accessibility [50]. They found 
that less than 5% of them have a caption element or a summary 
element, which is supposed to provide an overview of the dataset. 
Beyond checking HTML elements to ensure accessibility, Amtmann 
et al. evaluated the impact of “well-designed” (e.g., no blank cell) vs. 
ill-designed tables by conducting a user study. They demonstrated 
that proper HTML tags are helpful when tables have a complex 
structure and help decrease the number of steps taken by users to 
retrieve necessary information from the table [32]. While it is not 
specifc to data tables, Chartability contains seven principles to en-
sure the accessibility of data visualizations and information around 
the underlying data of the visualizations [22]. Chartability provides 
a concrete way of testing failures, helping visualization authors 
to make their visualization more accessible. One of the principles 
(assistive failure) emphasizes the importance of table formats to be 
readable via screen readers: “All textual information displayed (in 
data labels, annotations, axes, tables, legends, etc.) must be format-
ted to an understandable level of content (i.e., “human-readable”). 
These formats must also be made into versions that can be read 
and parsed comfortably by screen readers.” 

Beyond data tables, several recent works focus on diagnosing 
general Web accessibility by examining HTML elements. Diagnostic 
tools often take the form of browser extensions, helping designers 
check the accessibility of their web pages. Prominent examples 
include axe DevTools [23], Accessibility Insights for Web [21] and 
Siteimprove Accessibility Checker [25]. The Siteimprove Acces-
sibility Checker [25] identifes accessibility issues based on the 
latest ACT (Accessibility Conformance Testing) rules and checks 
whether a website follows the WCAG 2.0 and 2.1 guidelines across 
all conformance levels. For example, if a webpage doesn’t satisfy 
conformance level A guideline of Non-text Content, which asked for 
text alternative for non-text content, the tool may provide feedback 
like “Image without a text alternative." In terms of conformance 
level AA guideline Resize Text, which asked text should be able to 
be scaled up to 200%without losing any information, the tool may 
provide feedback like “Text is clipped when resized." Similarly, the 
Accessibility Insights for Web [21] is checking possible accessibility 
issues based on WCAG 2.1 guideline, and the Axe DevTools [23] 
supports testing accessibility issues with PDF in addition to HTML 
elements. With the release of the newest WCAG 2.2 guidelines, 
Boyalakuntla and Venigalla et.al. [36] identify human-independent 
parts of inaccessible components based on the guideline (e.g., detect-
ing how many authentication mechanism exists, whether visible 
indications are there or not) and implement a browser extension to 
automate evaluation. Since there are sheer numbers of evaluating 
tools exists, several works propose frameworks to evaluate these 
tools (e.g., [30, 37, 75]). For example, Abdullah [30] devises a metric 
to quantify the performance of an evaluative tool by comparing 
the number of the detected errors from a specifc tool and the total 
number of errors detected by all the tools in aggregate. In addition, 
some studies use diagnostic tools to evaluate websites. For example, 
Máñez-Carvajal et al. [60] conducted an analysis of the websites 
of the top 15 higher education centers from Spanish, Chilean and 

Mexican using the tools. The results demonstrated that these insti-
tutions still have difculties complying with the WCAG 2.0, even 
regarding the most basic conformance level A. 

Some works evaluate the web pages based on ARIA labels. Car-
valho et al. [40] evaluate the efectiveness of rich internet 
applications interface components (especially those developed with-
Bootstrap) for mobile screen readers and how they conform with 
ARIA 1.0, which includes some components that may be used in 
web data tables such as dropdowns, button groups. Romeo et al. [68] 
evaluate ARIA’s design principles for constructing accessible ta-
bles by analyzing the accessibility guidelines, for example, using 
attribute “colgroup”, “aria-describeby”, etc. 

2.2.4 Using Table Structures as Webpage Layout. Even though 
HTML tables still have some accessibility issues, the structured 
nature of tables ofers many benefts when people with visual im-
pairments parse documents and datasets online. By leveraging table 
structures, several works propose ways of re-designing web docu-
ments and web datasets [49, 77]. For example, EnTable is a pipeline 
that converts a web document containing data-driven information 
(e.g., an e-commerce website listing all the products with their spec-
ifcations) to a data table using HTML <table> tags. When users 
encounter an unstructured web document, they can request EnTable 
to re-structure the document. Then the system asks sighted crowd 
workers to re-design the web document as a data table. EnTable 
ofers an interface where sighted workers can easily structure the 
document by dragging and dropping HTML elements. Then, the 
system extrapolates the demonstrated patterns to complete the 
rest of the entities. William et al. evaluated the efectiveness of 
EnTable on accomplishing daily tasks, such as fnding an item on 
the web page [77]. Through a controlled study and interviews, this 
work demonstrated that rewriting documents using <table> tags 
improves task performance (i.e., speed, accuracy) as well as the 
overall experience. Beyond the table structure, Potluri et al. also 
investigated the beneft of communicating visual semantics of UI 
elements for blind and low-vision people [66], highlighting the 
importance of visual semantics. 

Our work is built upon a prior method on detecting table struc-
ture [57] and the understanding of the importance of spatial cues in 
navigating tables [62]. However, our work difers from prior work 
in several aspects. First, we identifed what makes online data tables 
inaccessible via a user study. While some prior work conjecture 
some table designs would impact accessibility (e.g., blank cell [32] 
and merged cells [33]), we expand the list of inaccessible design 
factors and validate them empirically via a user study. Second, we 
contribute to the understanding of the role of tables in daily online 
interactions and what tasks users would perform with tables. Lastly, 
our approach difers from prior work in how we address accessibil-
ity issues. Many tools diagnose accessibility and give feedback to 
authors but do not fx the issues (e.g., [21, 23]). Our work directly 
intervenes in the user experience on the fy when accessibility is-
sues happen to improve accessibility without human intervention. 
Also our approach improve accessibility without requiring users to 
learn new interactions (e.g., [33, 53]), new modalities (e.g., [67]), or 
additional devices (e.g., [43]). 
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3 PHASE 1: CONSOLIDATING GUIDELINES 
We consolidate existing guidelines to understand how organizations 
devoted to accessibility prescribe HTML table accessibility. We 
focus on guidelines that aim at serving BLV people who use screen 
readers to interact with tables. 

3.1 Method 
We frst conducted Google searches with relevant keywords, such as 
“data table accessibility” or “HTML table guideline”. We stopped the 
search when we started seeing the contents deviated from HTML-
formatted tables (e.g., describing CSS trick), and the contents did 
not contain any specifc prescription on how to design HTML tables 
(e.g., describing the concept of <th>). We searched through at least 
3 pages per keyword to exhaust the set. We merged the search 
results and removed the duplicates, resulting in 20 web pages. 

The frst result of all the searches was a tutorial from Web Con-
tent Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) published by the Web Ac-
cessibility Initiative of the World Wide Web Consortium, one of 
the most credible organizations that ofer accessibility guidelines. 
This page contains actionable instructions that meet the criteria 
of specifc WCAG guidelines. When discussing the WCAG tutorial 
below, we included the citation for the originated WCAG guide-
lines, the individual techniques, and the Failure of Success Criterion 
published under WCAG when they are relevant. 

All the 20 web pages contain mentions of how to properly use 
HTML tags and attributes so that the screen readers can correctly 
parse and communicate tables. Many of the results have examples 
to demonstrate the accessible data tables. While not many websites 
cite the WCAG, their contents directly came from the guidelines. 
We fltered out the web pages that only contained a subset of WCAG 
tutorials but kept those with any new content, even if the major-
ity overlapped with WCAG tutorials, resulting in 7 sources. For 
example, we fltered out a web page published by Princeton Uni-
versity [26], which listed as 4th results when we googled with 
the keyword “data table accessibility”, as they present the dos and 
don’ts in designing tables by directly bringing the examples from 
the WCAG tutorial, and citing the WCAG success criteria. 

3.2 Findings 
Table 1 summarizes each guideline. 

Indicating structure using HTML mark up. Tables should 
mark header cells with <th> and data cells with <td> [2, 15–20]. 
The purpose of marking up header and data cells is to allow screen 
readers to identify the cell type. Moreover, table headers should in-
clude the scope attribute to associate either column or row to each 
header [19]. For example, WebAIM, Washington University, Yale 
University, PSU, and Mozilla specifes that the ‘‘scope’’ attribute 
can be used as scope=‘‘col’’ to associate everything within a 
column to a header, and scope=‘‘row’’ to associate everything 
within a row to a header [2, 15–17, 20]. Ultimately, the scope at-
tribute allows associations between data cells and header cells that 
are read out by the screen reader software. 

Providing contexts by adding summary and caption. Al-
though the ‘‘summary’’ attribute has been deprecated in HTML5, 
include a summary to provide orientation information in tables [2, 
19]. However, the summary should not repeat the content of the 

caption attribute [2]. The summary attribute can be used to pro-
vide a summary of the data table structure, not the content [20]. 
However, Mozilla recommends the caption element to be used in-
stead, as the summary attribute cannot be seen by sighted users [16]. 
Include a caption, which defnes the overall topic or the name of a 
table [2, 15–20]. 

Avoiding complex structure. According to Washington Uni-
versity, a complex data table consists of nested columns or rows [15]. 
Complex tables are advised to be avoided [17]. Instead, PSU rec-
ommends replacing complex tables with a series of linked simple 
tables [2]. However, if complex tables are used, complex data ta-
bles should use tags such as scope, <caption>, <summary>, abbr, 
acronym, <tfoot>, and <thead> [2]. Complex tables should also 
mark up headers with a unique ‘‘id’’ attribute, for example, <th 
id=‘‘column1a’’>. According to Deque University, headers and 
data associations must not be used with nested, merged, or separate 
tables [18]. Furthermore, PSU also recommends to avoid merged 
cells since screen readers can not distinguish merged cells easily [2]. 

WCAG provides guidelines regarding tables with irregular and 
multi-level headers: tables with multi-level headers should use a 
unique id for each table header, which will be referenced in the 
headers attribute in data cells. Tables with irregular headers can use 
various attributes and elements, such as the <colgroup> element 
to defne a column group and defne a row group with the <thead>, 
<tfoot>, and <tbody> elements, to defne the relationships between 
header and data cells [19]. 

4 PHASE 2: SEMI-STRUCTURE INTERVIEW 
STUDY 

Guidelines prescribe how to design web data tables. However, many 
ill-formed and complex tables in the wild do not follow the guide-
lines, preventing people who rely on screen readers from under-
standing the tables. We conduct an interview study with three 
aims: 1) further understanding the importance of data tables to BLV 
people, 2) characterizing what factors make a table inaccessible to 
further inform tool designs, 3) deriving insights from BLV people 
regarding what type of support they need to better understand 
table structure and its contents. 

4.1 Method 
4.1.1 Participants. We recruited our study participants by circulat-
ing an IRB-approved solicitation material through mailing lists of 
organizations serving BLV people. We recruited participants with 
criteria of 1) at least 18-year-old, 2) legally blind, and 3) frequent 
users of screen readers. We recruited participants until the fnd-
ings were saturated [29], resulting in interviewing 13 participants 
(Table 2). The age of the participants ranges from 20 to 44 (M=35, 
SD=7.0). Of all participants, 8 were blind, and 5 participants had 
functional vision. Interviews were carried out via Zoom, lasting ap-
proximately one hour each (M=62 min, SD=11.1 min). Participants 
were compensated for their time with a $20 Visa gift card. 

4.1.2 Study Stimuli. To situate participants with realistic scenarios, 
we prepared four HTML formatted data tables that participants 
can interact with using their screen readers. We collected around 
40 HTML tables from various online web pages, ranging from on-
line news outlets to government websites. To observe what factors 
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Source Summary 
WCAG [19] This tutorial is an operationalization of WCAG criteria 1.3.1 Info and Relationships [14]. This success criterion 

prescribes that “Information, structure, and relationships conveyed through presentation can be programmatically 
determined or are available in text.” This criterion emphasizes ensuring the same amount of information presented 
visually and auditory should be perceivable to all users. The tutorial specifcally applies this criterion using HTML 
tags and attributes to represent web tables. For example, tables should use HTML markup to indicate header (<th>) 
and data cells <td>, as well as defne their relationship [5, 8, 11]. Complex tables should be defned with explicit 
associations using scope, id, and headers attributes [7, 8, 10, 12]. Include a caption, which defnes the overall topic 
of a table [6, 9]. Also, include a summary to provide orientation information in tables [13]. For tables with one header, 
mark header cells with <th> and data cells with <td> elements. For tables with two headers, set the scope attribute to 
highlight row to defne the direction of each header. Tables with multi-level headers should use a unique id for each 
table header, which will be referenced in the headers attribute in data cells. Furthermore, captions can also be used to 
identify the table and include a summary. Tables with irregular headers can use various attributes and elements to 
defne the relationships between header and data cells. In the table markup, use the <colgroup> element to defne a 
column group and defne a row group with the <thead>, <tfoot>, and <tbody> elements. 

WebAIM [20] A <caption> element should be used to include brief descriptive text about the table. Row and column headers should 
be identifed with the <td> element for data cells and the <th> element for header cells. Data cells should be associated 
with appropriate headers using the scope attribute, which identifes whether a table header is a column or a row 
header. All <th> elements should have a scope attribute. Avoid spanned cells and multiple levels of header cells. The 
summary attribute can be used to provide a summary of the data table structure, not the content. 

Deque University [18] Table headers must be defned with <th> and a data table header must be meaningful. Data cells are recommended 
to be defned with the scope attribute and data group headers must be associated via scope=‘‘rowgroup’’ or 
scope=‘‘colgroup’’. If <th> and scope cannot be used for header/data associations, headers and id attributes 
must be used, and headers and associations must not be used with nested, merged, or separate tables. Tables should 
be represented in a <table>. <caption> or a name via aria-label or aria-labelledby should be used; <caption> is 
recommended to describe the purpose of the table. The name or <caption> should be unique from other tables on the 
same page. Avoid layout tables and headers in layout tables. 

DO-IT, University of Wash-
ington [15] 

All data tables should have headers identifed using the <th> element. A <caption> element is also recommended. The 
scope attribute is recommended to be used with simple tables; for example, scope=“row” or scope=”col.” Complex 
tables should mark up headers with a unique ‘‘id’’ attribute, for example, <th id=‘‘column1a’’>. ‘‘Headers’’ 
attributes can include multiple headers, for example, <td headers=‘‘column1a column1b’’>. 

Yale University [17] Data tables should include the <th> element, which should have a scope attribute for associations; for example, 
scope=‘‘col’’ and scope=‘‘row.’’ For short tables and tables with self explanatory data, column headers are 
sufcient. For longer tables, include row and column headers. Include the <caption> element to include an accessible 
name. Avoid complex tables with multiple levels of row or column headers. Avoid empty cells to visually format the 
table; instead, use multiple tables. 

Penn State Accessibility [2] Use the <th> and scope tags to identify row and column headers, for example, <th scope=‘‘col’’>; reference 
WCAG 2.0 Guidelines 2.4.6 and 1.3.1. The <caption> tag displays a title for a table; the summary tag is placed within 
the table tag, which can be used to defne the organization of a table or a summary of the content. Avoid spanned 
rows and columns in tables. Any abbreviations and acronyms used in the tables are accessible. A simple table consists 
of one row and header columns with no merged cells. Complex data tables should use tags such as scope, <caption>, 
<summary>, abbr, acronym, tfoot, and thead. Consider replacing complex tables with a series of linked simple tables. 
Avoid merged cells as screen readers can not distinguish merged cells easily. 

MDN Web Docs [16] Include a <caption> element inside the <table element>. The caption should contain a description of the table 
contents. A <caption> element is recommended in place of a summary attribute. Use <thead>, <tfoot>, and <tbody> 
to mark up a header, footer, and body section of a table. Add a scope attribute to the <th> element to make associations 
between data cells and rows/columns. Colgroup and rowgroup values of scope can be used for multiple columns or 
rows. An alternative for the scope attribute are the id and headers attributes. Add a unique id to each <th> element 
and add a headers attribute to each <td> element; each headers attribute should contain the ids of the <th> elements. 
The scope approach is recommended. 

Table 1: Summary of each guideline source. 

hinder participants from understanding table structure and its con-
tents, we chose four stimuli that contain inaccessible components 
based on the guidelines. Parts of the tables were modifed to remove 
personal information or to shorten its content to conduct the study 
in a reasonable time frame (Table 3). All participants saw all four 
stimuli in a randomized order. 

4.1.3 Procedure. The interview started by asking participants de-
mographic information, including their vision condition, age, occu-
pation, and education level. We also asked about their prior experi-
ence with assistive technologies and their experience with interact-
ing with data tables online. 

Then we asked participants to open the four study stimuli that 
we previously sent through their email one at a time. Participants 
were asked to think aloud while interacting with the stimuli. For 
each table, we asked them to describe the table’s structure (e.g., how 
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Pid Age Gender Edu. Occupation Light Perception Onset Age (year) Screen reader Years Used 
1 30 Female B.A. Unemployed Y 0 JAWS 10 
2 30 Male B.A. Teacher Y 0 JAWS, NVDA 15 
3 20 Male B.S. Student Y 0 JAWS, VoiceOver 30 
4 30 Female B.S. Unemployed N 0 JAWS, NVDA 23 
5 35 Female B.S. Customer service N 0 JAWS 20 
6 44 Female B.S. Self-employed N 1 JAWS, NVDA 20 
7 38 Female H.S. Unemployed Y 0 Chrome box 3 
8 36 Female M.S. blind rehab specialist N 0 JAWS, NVDA, VoiceOver 20 
9 39 Male H.S. Software tester N 0 JAWS, NVDA 10 
10 38 Female PhD Assistive technology manager Y 18 JAWS 15 
11 44 Female M.S. Assistive technology manager N 0 JAWS, NVDA 20 
12 29 Female H.S. Student N 0 NVDA 10 
13 42 Male M.S. Rehabilitation counselor N 0 JAWS 20 

Table 2: Demographics of participants. Pid=Participant ID.Edu=Education (H.S.=High School, B.S.=Bachelors of Science, 
B.A.=Bachelors of Arts, M.S.=Masters of Sciences. 

the rows and columns were distributed). We also asked participants 
how they would portray what they’ve learned from the table to 
a friend in terms of data and insights. Finally, participants were 
asked to describe their frustrations while interacting with the table, 
and possible remedies, if they had any. 

After examining the four stimuli, participants answered post-
task questions, including how the size and the complexity of the 
tables impact their experience, what additional information they 
needed to understand table contents better, and what would be a 
perfect interaction system to read data tables. 

4.1.4 Analysis. We frst transcribed all interviews. With the tran-
scriptions, we conducted a thematic analysis, a method to ana-
lyze qualitative data to extract common themes to fnd patterns 
around the manuscript [38]. To create the initial codebook, three 
researchers independently coded three participants’ transcripts. 
Next, the researchers discussed and agreed on consolidating the 
codes, resulting in 16 high-level themes and 127 codes. This step is 
not prescribed by Braun and Clarke’s method, but we added it in 
the procedure to get a broader set of codes to cover various aspects 
appearing in the transcripts. Then, one researcher coded all the 
transcripts (re-coded for the initial three sets) and revised the codes 
and the themes in the initial codebook, when the modifcations 
help more accurate characterizations of a quote [38]. Then the re-
searcher reviewed the fnal codebook and the corresponding quotes 
to adjust the codebook if necessary. The fnal codebook results in 
14 high-level themes and 107 codes. The codebook is available in 
Supplemental Material. 

4.2 Results 
4.2.1 Previous Experience with Data Table. Media and Context. 
Participants encounter data tables in various places, including 
survey forms, websites, web documents, fnancial statements, etc. 
Specifcally, participants encountered data tables online in the con-
text of technology reports/logs (P9), government data (P11), email 
(P9, P12), calendar (P3, P8), online banking (P6, P10, P12, P13), on-
line news (P2), survey (P5, P13), menus (P6, P13), online shopping 
(P7). P9 said they encountered data tables in “the update history 
for Microsoft.” P11 mentioned learning “new covid data” from data 
tables. P12 stated “I am browsing email several times a day. I mean, 

that is tables right there.” P8 stated, “it might be dealing with dates 
like if you’re on a calendar area.” P2 stated encountering data tables 
“when I read the newspaper online sometimes.” P6 stated encoun-
tering data tables on “a menu or things like that” and in “banking 
stuf.” P13 stated, “I encounter tables when I was in college when 
I am doing mathematics process”, “sometimes restaurant menus”, 
and also when “completing my yearly evaluation.” P10 stated en-
countering tables in “college and university websites.” The goals of 
understanding tables identifed by participants were to entertain, to 
learn, and to carry out job-related tasks. As P4 stated, “the diferent 
purposes could be anything from educational to just entertainment.” 
P13 stated, “sometimes, maybe some work-related web pages, and 
I may go to some that have tables in it.” 

Frequency Of all the participants, four participants interact 
with web data tables on a daily basis (P1, P5, P9, P10), and seven 
participants interact a few times a week (P2, P3, P4, P6, P8, P11, 
P13). Two participants indicated they interact with tables not too 
often (P7, P12). As P5 stated “I probably see a few tables every day” 
and P10 described the frequency with “daily.” P4 stated “I usually 
encounter them a few times a week” while P12 stated “I don’t use 
too many tables” and P7 also encountering “not a whole lot.” 

Reading data tables through screen readers During the ses-
sion, we observed that most participants navigated tables with 
screen readers very fuently. When describing their prior expe-
rience with data tables using screen readers, many participants 
describe it as positive. As P9 stated “I found what I needed.” P12 
stated “It was very good, it was very easy to navigate.” 

However, some participants expressed frustration on the number 
and complexity of commands required to navigate tables. As P11 
stated, visually impaired people could be “not very familiar with 
diferent commands for reading tables.” Two participants (P2, P13) 
stated that it could be hard to remember all the commands they 
need, and P13 suggested, “I would have to have a cheat sheet.” Two 
participants (P4, P13) even formed an erroneous understanding 
of the column and row names that the screen reader provided 
them, misconstruing the table’s orientation and causing confusion 
while navigating it. Even when people know the commands, the 
complexity still infuences their experience as P3 stated, "it’s a little 
bit diferent to actually use their navigation keys, plus the arrow 
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Table 
ID 

Table 
(First few rows) Topic 

# of 
Columns 
/ Rows 

Inaccessiable 
Components 

T1 

Date 
Doses administered 
by day 

7-day average 

Vaccine 
administrati 
on numbers 

3/61 
Empty cells 
Long table 

Dec 20 556,208 
Dec 21 57,909 
Dec 22 0 
Dec 23 393,908 
Dec 24 0 
Dec 25 0 
Dec 26 936,560 277,798 

T2 

REGION YEAR PROSECUTIONS CONVICTIONS. VICTIMS 
IDENTIFIED 

NEW OR 
AMENDED 
LEGISLATION 

Human 
trafcking 

law 
enforcement 

data 

6/30 
Merged cells 
Multi-headers 
No caption 

Africa 2013 572 (245) 341 (192) 10,096 (2,250) 7 
2014 811 (49) 317 (33) 9,523 (1,308) 4 
2015 1,517 (53) 719 (8) 12,125 (3,531) 6 
2016 1,293 (54) 1,120 (21) 18,296 (13,205) 4 
2017 1,325 (98) 515 (34) 26,517 (5,902) 2 
2018 1,253 (37) 1,190 (29) 24,407(3,749) 2 
2019 955 (71) 2,112 (32) 42,517 (1,284) 2 

East Asia 
& Pacifc 2013 2,460 (188) 1,271 (39) 7,886 (1,077) 3 

T3 

Expected 
beneft Response U.S. U.K. Australia Total 

Expected 
benefts of 
self-driving 
vehicles 

6/42 

Multi-headers 
No mark up for 
column header 
Merged cells 

Fewer 
crashes 

Very likely 26.1 23.5 24.2 24.6 
Somewhat likely 41.7 47.6 48.1 45.8 
Somewhat unlikely 22.2 21.6 21.4 21.7 
Very unlikely 10 7.2 6.3 7.8 

Less trafc 
congestion 

Very likely 19.2 15.2 15.2 16.5 
Somewhat likely 30.5 32.1 32.3 31.6 
Somewhat unlikely 32.9 37.4 36.2 35.5 
Very unlikely 17.4 15.4 16.2 16.3 

T4 

Account Summary 

Bank statement 3/36 

Nested tables 
Empty cells 
Empty rows 
No summary 
No caption 

Beginning Balance $1,896.23 
Deposits and Additions 2,760.85 
Checks Paid -1,210.00 
Electronic & Debit Card Withdrawals -1217.9 
Ending Balance $2,229.18 
Transaction Detail 
Deposits and Additions 
Posting Date Description Amount 

20-Apr Zelle Payment 
From Jane Doe 

525 

26-Apr Zelle Payment 
From Jane Doe 

5.5 

30-Apr University 
Direct Deposit 2,230.35 

subtotal 2,760.85 

Table 3: Study stimuli. We varied the inaccessible elements in designing the stimuli to derive design considerations for each 
element. 

keys to navigate them, so I wish for a better implementation from 
the distributor side,” and P13 also echoed, “it was pretty challenging, 
and I have to use diferent JAWS keys to get there.” To improve 
their experience with screen readers, two participants (P3, P11) 
specifcally talked about the generality of the commands. P3 stated 
that interaction command should be “the same, regardless of what 
people are using” and “expected to be universal.” P11 provided a 
similar suggestion that “because most screen readers utilize the 
same commands or very similar commands”, providing “shortcut 
tips” can be helpful. 

An ill-designed table is another reason why participants had 
negative experiences. P11 mentioned that “Authors don’t make 

their tables based on accessible guidelines” and P13 elaborated that 
“some bad design in there, which puts all the columns together in one 
area.” Indicating heading in relation to row and column is essential 
for navigating tables without problems. P8 also encountered tables 
that “weren’t properly laid out in terms of rows and column headers, 
so I had to kind of fgure it out myself.” P6 also mentioned not being 
able to “fgure out which columns go with which heading, when 
they are not formatted correctly.” 

4.2.2 Importance & Roles of Data Table. Participants described 
that accessing tables is critical in understanding the surrounding 
contents. P10 stated that “If a table is a design that designers are 
going to choose to organize the information, the table is essential to 
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the understanding of that content.” As a result, P10 says, “I always 
go through the entire table with the screen reader and the keyboard” 
because “want to get a good understanding.” Several participants 
hold a similar opinion. For example, P6 stated that “it is necessary if 
I need to fnd something specifc [related to the presented article].” 
P8 noted the importance of equal accessibility: “I think it’s very 
important because I believe that more and more things now are 
being put into that format, especially a lot of visual data. And so, it’s 
imperative that we, who use screen readers, have the same access 
to that.” P12 “wanted to get a broad sense of the table” and P13 
will be interested to learn the table when “working in some type of 
research.” P5 would “look through and scan through the table in 
order to understand what’s going on.” 

4.2.3 Data Table Tasks. We observed several tasks that participants 
carried out (or wished to carry out during the study. 

Comparing values. We observed that nine participants car-
ried out comparison tasks while reading tables. When reading the 
trafcking table T2, P10 was interested in fnding “if there’s been 
any changes between regions or make a comparison.” P8 was also 
interested in knowing “if the violations were more or less as the 
years went up.” While reading T2, P4 and P9 both noticed “UK and 
Australia had the same value.” 

Deriving summary statistics. During the task, eleven partic-
ipants generated quantitative insights, such as deriving the data 
range, frequency, min, max, mode, and mean values. For example, 
P4 stated “somewhat likely was the most popular category.” Several 
participants reasoned about the range of the response. For exam-
ple, P11, stated while interacting with the self-driving car table T3, 
“goes from very likely to very unlikely.” P9 also verbalized the data 
range in the vaccine table is “mostly between 300 to 700,000.” P9 
wished to know how frequently a certain value is contained in the 
table: “I would like to know how many times zero appeared” in the 
vaccine table T1. 

Extracting trend. The majority of participants talked about 
trends in data. Many focus on the change in values. With the vaccine 
table T1, P7 found that “there were some increases, and then it 
goes down, and then it goes back up,” and P5 stated “The vaccine 
started fairly slow in the hundreds of thousand and then got going 
into the millions per day.” Some participants showed interest in 
understanding the trends within subcategories. In the trafcking 
table T2, P3 noticed that “one of the data points like the prosecutions, 
for example, has increased.” Also, P10 was interested to learn “if 
things have decreased or increased in a specifc year.” 

4.2.4 Factors that Make Data Table Inaccessible. We capture factors 
that hinder participants from understanding the structure and the 
contents of tables. Participants shared their thoughts and ideas 
based on their prior experience as well as the study. 

Missing & wrong mark up As P11 stated, the table should be 
in <Table> tag: “sometimes they’re not tagged, and it can be a real 
pain.” Many participants echoed the importance of header markup 
(i.e., <th>). P11 mentioned that “sometimes you kind of have to 
memorize the categories [if there is no header mark up].” P4 and 
P5 raised a similar statement that “well marked up tables are really 
important so that it can actually read those headers” and “needs to 
be labeled correctly.” Otherwise, as P3 stated, “it can be really hard 
to navigate.” P8 shared a specifc problem she encountered because 

“the table isn’t laid out correctly”, she “couldn’t do the table layer 
command.” P10 also mentioned, “There was no automatic table 
caption announced, so you’d have to actually navigate with the 
keyboard to the headings to try and fgure out what the table is.” 

Merged cell P11 stated that the problem of merged cells is that 
“it didn’t have any indication of that.” In addition, the way that 
the screen reader function made it harder for BLV people to learn 
about the table, as hinted by P12: “[the screen reader] would jump 
you back to the top of that section” for merged cell. Because the 
screen reader is not able to parse the merged cells, P4 and P10 
mistakenly thought the value of the last column as the second to last 
column. Participants perceived the merged cell as a non-uniform 
structure, having trouble understanding the contexts. P11 stated, 
“some columns had more rows than others, it was not a uniform 
table, sometimes they will be a little tricky.” P6 also mentioned that 
it’s “very time consuming because of the way it’s formatted.” P13 
also emphasizes that “stable layouts” are easy to read. P7 suggested 
that “unmerged” cells would be helpful: “not merged together as 
much . . .may help somebody that’s using a screen reader.” P11 
also talked about adding some information in the summary of the 
table to indicate the use of merged cells. As P11 stated, it would be 
“great to have a better description of that table. For example, it has 
some cells that are merged or that they’re organized . . . in diferent 
sections. . . . a little bit more information to just help navigate it.” 

Multi-level headings When tables contained multi-level head-
ings, participants had difculty tracking them because screen read-
ers do not provide any indication about the multiple headings, as P9 
stated: “there’s nothing telling me what it’s for.” While navigating 
the table, the lack of header information can be error-prone, as 
exemplifed by P4 and P6, which thought the frst level heading 
was a separate row. To mitigate this concern, P11 suggested, “if it’s 
a multi-level, I need to know when I’m jumping.” P8 had a similar 
experience: “I’d have to know what the numbers referred to.” Also, 
P5 stated, “screen reader doesn’t tell you when you’ve switched 
questions”, but “when one of those headings over on the very left 
changed, we need to know what the new heading is, with the screen 
reader, otherwise you’d have to go up and navigate and fgure out 
what this is.” P3 suggested making “smaller tables” so that “users 
can digest the information.” P2 further suggested splitting “difer-
ent parts [of the data] in diferent tables”. Similarly, P6 suggested 
“maybe diferent category can be its own table and make them into 
a heading”, “we can use the screen navigation to jump to the spe-
cifc tables.” P10 also echoed the same feeling: “make them separate 
tables so that the information can be consumed in an easier way 
sure." 

Sometimes subtitle marked as heading causes confusion (e.g., 
Account Summary in T4). In this situation, screen readers repeat 
all the subtitles instead of only reading the heading of the active 
column under most participants’ settings. As P11 stated, “it reads 
the whole thing,” “I have to wait for it to read to me”. P5 and P12 
echoed similar frustrations. 

Blank Cells and Rows Blank cells without proper indication 
often left participants confused. P8 stated, “ I would have to scroll a 
few times after, and it was mainly a blank cell.” In P6’s interaction 
with table T1, P6 missed the blank cell and lost track of the cursor’s 
position. P6 stated, “sometimes [the screen reader] says blank, but 
sometimes it actually has a name. So I think that’s the confusing 
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part.” P10 noted a similar situation, “it’s kind of difcult to know 
where you are if the cells are blank.” P8 also refected on their 
confusion caused by a blank row: “there were some parts that I 
was like, it would say the posting date, but it wasn’t really giving 
information, I think that was maybe because there was a blank row 
in the table." To address this issue, P10 suggested signaling blank 
cells “typically for an empty cell you’d put like a dash.” 

Oversized table Oversized tables make it hard for participants 
to fnd the information they want. This feeling was shared among 
several participants while interacting with a long table. As stated 
by P9 “it’s massive, I mean, I’m overloaded.” P3 stated, “to really 
understand the table, you have to read again” and “what is going on 
with these numbers is going a bit over my head.” P10 stated that “the 
longer the table, usually the more issues can arise.” P6 also expected 
“I wouldn’t need to move through all these years” while reading T2. 
Oversized tables may impact recall as well. P12 noted “If there’s too 
much clutter, or things are being repeated, it can make it harder to 
remember the content.” P4 further mentioned “especially with more 
rows and columns but especially columns, I think, the harder it is 
to remember things.” P5, P6, P8, P9, P12 believed that remembering 
the content of the table is important for them to derive insights. 
However, as noted by P9, “unless I went back up to the top of the 
table to see what was for what, I would probably forget very quickly 
what it was." To assist in parsing oversized tables, P3 suggested that 
functionality to flter values could help table navigation: “You know 
another thing that useful is, for every table on the web, to be able 
to be fltered.” P9 suggested a similar idea:“You can choose from 
a list box, what information you’re displaying.” P11 also expected 
“to select certain parts of a table." In addition to table flters, better 
summaries were also identifed as useful. P8 noted “Maybe having 
like a narrative summary instead of having just the raw data.” A 
summary should include “how many cells are on the table”, “the 
name and some of the data that’s on the table” as P7 stated, and 
“what each row is, and . . . what are each value” as P13 said. P12 also 
asked to include in the summary “information about what is in 
each column, what each column is covering.” One of the reasons 
identifed for using good summaries is to help readers form a mental 
picture of the table before navigating it. As expressed by P12, with 
informative summaries that ofer a good overview of the table, “it 
will be easier for people to pick out what they wanted to fnd.” 

5 BROWSER EXTENSION: MAKING TABLE 
MORE ACCESSIBLE 

We set out to develop a tool that helps the structural and infor-
mational inaccessibility problems identifed by the guidelines and 
the interview study. Browser extensions are a natural choice for 
enhancing the accessibility of published tables online as it allows 
us to detect table elements and modify tables directly. 

5.1 Design Goals (G) & Features (F) 
Based on the guidelines and the interview study, we derive three 
design goals and corresponding features that make HTML tables 
more accessible. Specifcally, 1) we automate detectable features 
that guidelines prescribe, 2) support important tasks identifed 
during the interview (e.g., comparing values, deriving summary 
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statistics), and 3) address the pain points that we observed during 
the interview (e.g., wrong markups, merged cells, and others). 

• G1: Supporting constructing a mental model of struc-
ture 
– F1: Add mark up for header when it is missing. All sur-
veyed guidelines [2, 15–20] and our participants empha-
size the importance of the header. Screen readers will read 
the marked header whenever users navigate data cells 
across diferent cells belonging to the diferent header. 

– F2: Add mark up for Rowgroup or Colgroup, when it is 
missing. Many guidelines [16, 18, 19] highlight the ne-
cessity of indicating grouping information of the table to 
convey users the orientation information. 

– F3: Indicate blank cells. Several participants (P6, P8, P10) 
unintentionally skipped the blanks, which could lead to 
misunderstanding the contents of the table. 

– F4: Unmerge merged cells. Some guidelines [2] advise 
people not to use merged cells, and our participants (P4, 
P6, P10, P11) echoed that the merged cell disrupts them to 
understand the table contents. 

• G2: Providing additional contexts 
– F5: Provide a simple summary when it is missing. A few 
participants (P7) pointed out that some versions of screen 
readers do not provide a simple summary of the table, such 
as the number of rows and columns. A few guidelines [2, 
19, 20] are advised to provide a summary. 

– F6: Provide advanced summary. Eleven participants con-
ducted or wished to derive quantitative insights. The ad-
vanced summary will support the task better. This feature 
will facilitate the identifed task in our study “Deriving 
summary statistics”. 

• G3: Facilitating easy navigation 
– F7: Split tables when multi-heading exists. While a guide-
line [19] ofers how to structure the multi-heading tables, 
7 participants were confused about the structure, and 2 of 
them failed to understand the structure of the headings. 
Splitting the table into multiple simple tables will make 
users easy to parse the structure. 

– F8: Provide fltering and sorting capability. Four partic-
ipants mentioned that the capability to extract specifc 
information would aid the understanding of the table con-
tents. This feature will facilitate the identifed task in our 
study “comparing value” and “Extracting trend”. 

5.2 System Preliminary 
We developed a Chrome extension that detects HTML tables and 
modifes inaccessible aspects of the tables. In developing the exten-
sion, we followed the accessibility guidelines published by Chrome 
Developers [1]. The overview of the workfow is shown in Figure 3. 
The workfow starts by detecting table elements when a user loads 
a web page. Then, the tool detects the orientation as suggested by 
prior work [57]. The detected orientation can then be used to infer 
where the heading should be located and whether cells should be 
grouped with rows or columns. The prior work infers the table ori-
entation based on its contents instead of solely relying on markup. 
For example, it leverages an assumption that the type of data (e.g., 
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text, numerical value) should be identical along rows (at least more 
than 50%) in horizontal tables or along with columns in vertical 
tables. This work [57] also provides ways to detect a “decorative 
table”, a table whose contents and its understanding do not depend 
on the table structure (Example of a decorative table is in Fig 4). 
There are mainly two types of decorative tables. The frst type is 
a table that often consists of full text and contents that are not 
required to be in a table. Another type is a “layout table,” which 
uses <table> tag to format the layout of the entire web page. We 
used the same algorithm to detect and flter out the decorative table 
to apply our tool’s features. 

5.3 G1: Supporting constructing a mental 
model of structure 

5.3.1 F1: Marking Up Headers. Based on the detected orientation, 
the tool adds <thead> and <th> tags to the header so that screen 
readers will repeat the header when users move across the headers. 
To detect the multi-level headers, the tool calculates the similarity 
between Nth cell and N+1th cell for the entire column for each 
row (if it is a vertical table) and fnds N where has the lowest 
similarity to determine where the header ends. Then the tool will 
wrap the header of the table elements with <thead>. If the table 
has a horizontal layout, we will modify the frst cell in each row by 
replacing the frst cell to <th>, if originally it is <td>. The coding 
details of detecting orientation and marking up the headers are 
described in Algorithm 1. 

The row that has the most number of cells vertically similar to 
the cells below is regarded as the start of the table body part, and 
rows before that are regarded as headings, and the tool will wrap 
those heading rows of the table elements with <thead>. If the table 
has a horizontal layout, we will modify the frst cell in each row by 
replacing the frst cell to <th>, if originally it is <td>. 

5.3.2 F2: Mark up Rowgroup or Colgroup. Explicitly marking up 
Rowgroup or Colgroup helps convey the semantics of grouping. 
Based on the detected orientation, the tool adds the scale attribute 
to the cells. If the table has <thead>, for cells that have the colspan 
attribute and the value is bigger than 1, we add “colgroup” as its 
scale attribute. Otherwise, we add “col” as its scale attribute. 
Similarly, if the table has an horizontal layout and it has a rowspan 
attribute with value larger than 1 for <th> in the frst cell of each 
row, then we add “rowgroup” as its scale attribute. Otherwise, we 
add “row” as its scale attribute.(Algorithm 1) 

5.3.3 F3: Indicating Blank Cell. We frst detected <td> elements 
that do not contain any content and inject the word ‘blank cell’ to 
provide an indication (Algorithm 2). 

5.3.4 F4: Unmerged Merged Cells. The tool flls up the merged cells 
by repeating the values to all cells within the merged span, unless 
the cell is a header (Table 4). Specifcally, if a cell is not inside of 
<thead> or the corresponding row is marked as a subtitle, the tool 
parses the value of the colspan or rowspan attribute (i.e., how many 
cells were merged). Then, it creates the appropriate number of cells 
and duplicates the same value to each one of them (Algorithm 2). 

5.4 G2: Providing additional contexts 
5.4.1 F5: Simple Summary. Most screen readers automatically de-
tect the structure of the table and provide the information to users. 
Still, some do not (e.g., two versions of JAWS that two participants 
were using in our study). Our tool generates a summary and adds 
it to the <summary> element. The frst part includes a description 
of the table’s caption (if it exists), type (decorative or data table), 
and the number of columns and rows. 

5.4.2 F6: Advanced Summary of the Column/Rows. The advanced 
summary includes the information about the orientation since 
knowing orientation guides users on how to navigate the table. 
The tool further detects the data type of the columns or rows (ei-
ther text or numerical value) to generate the proper summary. If the 
column or row contains numerical values, then the tool computes 
the range of the values. If the column or row contains text, the 
unique value sets are generated. Then, the tool injects the infor-
mation inside of the <caption> tag to allow screen readers to read 
them out. 

For example, the summary generated for the table in Table 5 was 
the following. 

This is a data table. The table has 6 columns. The table 
has 1 header row. The table has 12 rows in the main 
body. The table is vertically laid out. It has 1 level 
column headers. Level 1 includes Expected beneft, 
Response, U.S., U.K., Australia, Total. Column 1, Ex-
pected beneft, is a text column with 2 unique values, 
including Fewer crashes and Less trafc congestion. 
Column 2, Response, is a text column with 4 unique 
values, including very likely, Somewhat likely, Some-
what unlikely, and Very unlikely. Column 3, U.S., has 
values ranged from 10 to 41.7. Column 4, U.K., has 
values ranging from 7.2 to 47.6. Column 5, Australia, 
has values ranging from 6.3 to 48.1. Column 6, Total, 
has values ranging from 7.8 to 45.8. 

5.5 G3: Facilitating easy navigation 
5.5.1 F7: Spliting Tables. Since there is a simple shortcut (e.g., 
Control+Enter for JAWS) that allows users to move to the next 
table, dividing up tables will lower the burden of understanding 
complex tables without adding too many interactions. 

The tool addresses this source of confusion by splitting a large 
table into multiple tables in two situations. The frst case is when 
multiple tables are joined by an empty row. In this case, the tool 
splits the sub-table into a standalone table, uses the detected subtitle 
as its caption, and reuses the headers of the original table. 

The second case is when the table has multiple headers. In this 
case, the tool splits the table by parsing the cells related to each 
header cell and taking the value in the header cells as the caption. 
An example is shown in Figure 5. 

5.5.2 F8: Filtering & Sorting. The tool supports a flter function, 
allowing users to select target categories or values from the list. To 
acheive this, the tool collects all the unique values in each column of 
the table. The tool strips all the tags (e.g., <a>, </a> and leaves only 
text. Then the tool creates a <select> element with an <option> 
for each of the unique values. This allows users to select any of the 
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Algorithm 1: Detect orientation and Mark up headers 
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input : An HTML table 
output : An HTML table with headers marked up and information of the orientation and subtitles of the table 

maxColLen ← 0; f ullSizeRowIndexes ←[]; 
for i ← 1 to rowSize(table) do 

colLen ← 0; 
for j ← 1 to colunmSize(table[i]) do 

colLen ← colLen + table[i][j].colSpan; 
if colLen > maxColLen then maxColLen ← colLen; 

for i ← 1 to rowSize(table) do 
if colLen(i)==maxColLen and colunmSize(table[i])==1 then f ullSizeRowIndexes .append(i); 

if f ullSizeRowIndexes[0]==1 then 
use frst row as table title and remove it from table body and modify the indexes in f ullSizeRowIndexes; 

Splitting cells here, calculating similarity matrix and detecting orientation manipulate on a temporary table ; 
for i ← 1 to rowSize(table) do 

for j ← 1 to colunmSize(table[i]) do 
if table[i][j].colSpan > 1 or table[i][j].rowSpan > 1 then 

split cell[i][j] based on colSpan and rowSpan (if applicable); 
copy all attribute except colSpan and rowSpan to added cells; 
set content as blank for added cells; 

similarityMatrix ←[]; rowOrientation ←[]; colOrientation ←[]; 
for cell[i,j] in table do 

verticalSimilar ← 0; 
horizontalSimilar ← 0; 
if similar (cell[i,j], cell[i+1,j]) then verticalSimilar ← 1; 
if similar (cell[i,j], cell[i,j+1]) then horizontalSimilar ← 1; 
if verticalSimilar==1 and horizontalSimilar ==1 then similarityMatrix[i,j]← ‘b’; 
else if verticalSimilar==1 and horizontalSimilar==0 then similarityMatrix[i,j]← ‘v’; 
else if verticalSimilar==0 and horizontalSimilar==1 then similarityMatrix[i,j]← ‘h’; 
else similarityMatrix[i,j]←‘n’; 

for row[i] in table do 
if count (‘h’ or ‘b’ in similarityMatrix[i,]) / width of table>=0.5 then rowOrientation[i]←‘h’; 
else rowOrientation[i]←‘n’; 

for column[j] in table do 
if count (‘v’ or ‘b’ in similarityMatrix[,j]) / length of table>=0.5 then colOrientation[j]←‘v’; 
else colOrientation[j] ←‘n’; 

Marking up cells manipulates on the original table; 
if count (‘h’ in rowOrientation) / length of table>=0.5 then 

tableOrientation ←‘horizontal’ ; 
mark frst cell in each row as heading (change <td> to <th>) with ‘scale’ set based on ‘rowspan’; 

if count (‘v’ in colOrientation) / width of table>=0.5 then 
tableOrientation ← ‘vertical’; 
mark cells in rows before the frst row that has the most ‘v’ or ‘b’ cells as heading (change <td> to <th>) with ‘scale’ set based 
on ‘colspan’ 

return : f ullSizeRowIndexes , tableOrientation 
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Figure 3: The workfow of the system 

(a) Decorative Text Table (b) Layout Table 

Figure 4: Screenshots of two typical types of a decorative 
table (Subfgure 1 displays a series of paragraphs that are 
formatted as a table. Subfgure 2 displays a webpage whose 
structure is designed as a table.) 

values they want to flter the table with. The <select> elements are 
displayed in a new row within the <thead>. The tool is triggered 
by any changes of the options selected and modifes the display 
attribute of each cell in order to display only the rows that match 
the selected values. 

The tool also supports the sorting function. By clicking the col-
umn’s header, it sorts the column values. The tool will create a 
<button> after each column name and name it as “sort” so that 
users know that it will sort the corresponding column. The but-
ton will have an aria-description attribute to indicate that the 
button will sort the values in ascending and descending order, in 
turn. If the frst row contains the highest value, clicking the sorting 
button will sort the table in ascending order. Otherwise, the rows 
are sorted in descending order. 

Algorithm 2: Indicate blank cell and Unmerge cells 
input : An HTML table, f ullSizeRowIndexes 
output : A modifed HTML table 

1 for cell[i,j] in table do 
2 if content in cell[i,j] is Null then 
3 cell[i,j] ← ‘blank cell’ 

4 for cell[i,j] in table do 
5 if i not in f ullSizeRowIndexes then 
6 if cell[i,j].taд==<td> and (cell[i,j].colSpan>1 or 

cell[i,j].rowSpan>1) then 
7 unmerge the merged cells based on colspan or 

rowspan (if applicable); 
8 copy all attribute except colspan and rowspan to 

added cells; 
9 duplicate values to fll in the added cells; 

6 EVALUATION 

6.1 Performance Evaluation 
To evaluate the performance and the generalizability of our tool, we 
collected 20 data tables online that consist of 10 simple tables and 
10 complex tables based on the defnition of the guideline from [2]. 
Since it is challenging to collect web tables systematically, we took 
a manual approach by querying “table below” with specifying URLs 
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Figure 5: (a) The original table. (b) An illustration of how the tool splits the table into multiple tables with multiple headings. 
(c) An illustration of the flter features. It ofers multiple selections (Green boxes). 

of various news outlets government organizations (e.g., querying (94/96 cases). Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 are some distinguished exam-
ples. Fig. 7 demonstrated that the tool is able to correctly detect the 
(sub)titles and the headings and mark them correctly by converting 

 the (sub)titles in the frst row to <caption> and marking headings 
 with <th>. Fig. 8 demonstrated the tool is able to split correctly 
 based on the (sub)titles detected, generate meaningful captions and 
 attach headings for each subtable. Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b demonstrated 
 the tool is able to correctly add sort and flter function to a table 
 even when it has multi-level headings. 
 
 

6.1.3 Problems. We analyzed the two cases to inform our next 
 iteration. One was derived from unformatted content. An example 
 is shown in Fig. 9c. Because the original table did not use a uniform 
 format for the data (one of the data values accidentally contains %), 

that specifc value is not able to be correctly sorted. 
Another problem came from detecting the decorative table, de-

 veloped by [57]. We validated via testing that this algorithm can 
 detect most of the decorative tables. However, when a data table is 

Google allintext: [“table below”] site: washingtonpost.com). 

6.1.1 Data Preliminary & Analysis Method. Within 20 collected,
three of them were decorative tables [57]. Except for those three, all
the other seventeen tables have some types of accessibility issues.
Ten do not have a header marked up (i.e., missing <th> or <thead>),
all of them do not specify their orientation using colgroup or
rowgroup, nine have at least one merged cell, fourteen of them
do not have summary tags, two have multiple headers, two have
blank cells with no indication, and eight of them are considered
oversized, resulting in 62 accessibility issues to solve. We also eval-
uated whether each table can generate the summary and fltering
and sorting features, resulting in 96 items to check. To assess the
performance, we ran our tool on each web page and observed the
rendered result. 

6.1.2 Results. The results demonstrated that the tool is able to
solve most of the accessibility problems of the tables as we expected

https://washingtonpost.com
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Figure 6: Combination of sort and flter 

Figure 7: (a) The original table. (b) An illustration of how the tool detects the (sub)titles and headings and marks them up with 
<caption> and <th>. 

not uniformly distributed, it may wrongly detect it as a decorative 
table. 

While these two problems are beyond the scope of our project, 
the analysis implies that better detection of human mistakes would 
improve the user experience. Also, detecting decorative tables 
would be another module that we should improve upon as the 
failure cases will confuse users. 

6.2 User Evaluation 
In addition to the performance evaluation, we conducted a user 
evaluation with 5 BLV people. We aimed at evaluating the usability 
of our tool and the usefulness of our tool, including to what ex-
tent our tool can promote a better understanding of data tables by 
making the tables more accessible and how users fnd each feature 
useful. 

6.2.1 Participants. We recruited 5 participants from the same email-
ing lists we used in our interview study (Table 6). There were no 
overlapped participants between the interview study and the evalu-
ative study. The age of the participants ranged from 20 to 35 (M=30, 
SD=4.9). While all participants were blind, their light perceptions 
varied. All interviews were conducted via Zoom (M=71, SD=11.9). 
Participants were compensated with a $20 Amazon gift card. 

6.2.2 Procedure. We used the same four stimuli used in our pre-
vious study. The interview started by asking participants demo-
graphic information, including their vision condition, age, occu-
pation, education level. We also asked about their prior usage of 
assistive technologies and their prior experience with using chrome 
extensions. 

We then asked the participants to open four URLs that we sent 
via email one at a time. Each page contains the original table and 
the tables reformatted by the tool. We put the two tables on a page 
to facilitate participants to interact with them and compare them. 
We explained the diference between the two tables and provided 
information on the features we applied to the table. Participants 
were asked to think aloud while interacting with the stimuli. We 
also asked them to describe the structure of the table and to portray 
what they’ve learned from the table to a friend in terms of data and 
insights. 

After examining the four stimuli, all participants were asked 
post-task questions, including the accessibility and functionality 
of each feature and how they helped them learn more about the 
data. In the end, we asked participants to download our tool from 
the Chrome Web Store to evaluate how accessible it is to download 
and install a Chrome extension. We did not ask to download at the 
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Figure 8: (a) The original table. (b) An illustration of how the tool detects subtitles splits the table, generates titles, and attaches 
headings for each subtable. 

Figure 9: (a) The original table. (b) An illustration of how the tool adds flter and sort function based on the lowest-level 
headings. (c) An illustration of how the unformatted content in the table infuences the sort function. 

beginning of the session because the tool will automatically alter 
the original tables that we wished to have in the study stimuli. 
6.2.3 Results. 
Usefulness of Features 

Summary & Blank Cells Indication All participants found 
the summary to be practically useful. As P3 stated, “I really like 
the summary features a lot, because it tells me what’s coming.” P4 
stated, “summary was great, I wish more tables and more articles 
would put up summaries like that for blind people. That’s really 
helpful.” Regarding questions about the usefulness of the advanced 
summary, two participants (P1, P3) mentioned that they would like 
to learn about the overview of each column before they started to 
navigate the table. As P3 pointed, “which columns and rows contain 
what information” is useful. P4 stated, “ I don’t know that there’s 
anything redundant about the descriptions.” Three participants (P1, 
P2, P5) expressed that understanding the layout prior to diving into 

the actual tables can help them be ready for further navigation. 
As P1 said, “a summary of how the table is going to be laid out 
is helpful”. P2 noted that it “describes how the table looks like 
and what it contains”. As a result, P2 stated that “by having that 
description before I navigate, gives me a better sense of what to 
do”. P5 also stated that the summary “has more descriptions" about 
what “I can expect into the table." The blank cells indication helped 
P5 recognize the blank cell they missed before while interacting 
the original tables. As P5 stated. “I wouldn’t be able to understand 
whether it [the blank cell] even existed or not in the table." 

Unmerged Cells & Splitted Tables Three participants (P1, P3, 
P5) shared the usefulness of unmerging cells as it helps recognize 
the connections between columns. P1 mentioned, “I’m actually able 
to see all of the years and connect the diferent prosecutions to what 
year was in, and the other information.” This was an improvement 
over the original trafcking table T2, as the merged cells made P1 
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Expected beneft Response U.S. U.K. Australia Total 

Fewer crashes 

Very likely 26.1 23.5 24.2 24.6 
Somewhat likely 41.7 47.6 48.1 45.8 
Somewhat unlikely 22.2 21.4 21.7 
Very unlikely 10 7.2 6.3 7.8 

Less trafc congestion 

Very likely 19.2 15.2 16.5 
Somewhat likely 30.5 31.6 
Somewhat unlikely 32.9 37.4 

36.2 35.5 
Very unlikely 17.4 16.3 

(a) Before 

Expected beneft Response U.S. U.K. Australia Total 

Fewer crashes 

Very likely 26.1 23.5 24.2 24.6 
Somewhat likely 41.7 47.6 48.1 45.8 
Somewhat unlikely 22.2 blank cell 21.4 21.7 
Very unlikely 10 7.2 6.3 7.8 

Less trafc congestion 

Very likely 19.2 15.2 15.2 16.5 
Somewhat likely 30.5 blank cell blank cell 31.6 
Somewhat unlikely 32.9 37.4 36.2 35.5 
Very unlikely 17.4 37.4 blank cell 16.3 

(b) After 

Table 4: An illustration of how the tool adds th mark-up in 
the header, flls out blank cells and unmerges the merged 
cell. 

unable to read the value for all the years. The split function also 
improves the efciency of navigating tables. Two participants (P1, 
P3) explicitly emphasized how splitting the table could help them 
navigate around tables using a simple keyboard shortcut. As stated 
by P3 “if you wanted to jump right to a certain spot, it would be 
easier.” Similarly, P1 stated, “I like that each one is in a separate 
table, because that makes it much easier like I can just navigate to 
them just pressing the T button and I don’t have to worry about 
navigating this giant table.” The split function also improves the 
experience of fetching information from the screen reader. For 
example, P1 encountered the problem of repetition of heading, and 
the split function helped because “it doesn’t say the long heading 
over and over again, which is really annoying.” 

Filter & sort The flter function made it easier for the partici-
pants to fnd information. P4 stated the flter function “would make 
sense if I were trying to search specifc information”. P1 also noted, 
“you can use this list box to fnd just a very specifc date” when 
reading the vaccine T1 table. Regarding the usefulness, when en-
countering bank statements, P1 also mentioned that “I really just 
want to see what happened on this day. I could use the little box 
and sort by just set day.” The sort function was also deemed useful. 
P4 said it “ would be useful in a work setting,” and P1 stated that by 
applying it, “you can see kind of a trend.” P5 stated the flter “allow 
me to only see the data that I want to see. It’s not like the massive 
chunk of it, which is very nice." 
Accessibility of Chrome Extension 

Even though only three participants had experienced Chrome 
extension before, all participants successfully installed our tool 
and found the installation process accessible, as P5 stated, “highly 
accessible." P3 stated “I really like chrome extensions because you 
just click add to chrome or remove”, and P2 said “downloading is 
not an issue.” Regarding the usage, P1 asserted that it should be 
accessible “once I learned how to do it, like what the steps are.” P2 
noted, “it was very smooth and very descriptive.” 

7 DISCUSSION 
Efective communication often entails providing an overview of the 
contents in advance so that audiences can be prepared to receive de-
tailed information. Especially without access to visual information, 
a high-level description of the table will impact listeners’ capabil-
ity to grasp further information. To this end, our tool helps form 
a reliable representation of tables by providing an extensive (but 
skippable) summary so that users can be ready to navigate its de-
tails. Our tool also unpacks complex table structures into more 
digestible units (e.g., by splitting tables and unmerging cells) and 
flls out missing details (e.g., the indication of a blank cell). Our tool 
successfully supports various table interaction tasks (e.g., locating 
values of interest) by providing simple but powerful features, such 
as fltering and sorting. We hope our tool helps more people who 
rely on screen readers to read tables and carry out data-driven tasks 
at hand efciently. 

7.1 Contextualizing Study Findings with Prior 
Work 

Prior work on improving table accessibility makes conjectures 
about which table elements might hinder users’ accessibility. For 
example, Amtmann et al. argue that blank cells would confuse blind 
individuals [32]. We provided empirical evidence to this argument 
and demonstrated a simple mechanism to indicate the blank cell 
can help users understand the tables. 

In our formative study, we found that participants performed 
(or wished to perform) analytical tasks (comparing values, deriving 
summary statistics, and extracting trends) similar to what prior 
work identifes in diferent data reading contexts. For example, a 
low-level task taxonomy in information visualization by Amar et 
al. [31] as well as visualization tasks by Brehmer et al. include 
similar sets of tasks. 

7.2 Improving Data Visualization Accessibility 
by Improving Table Accessibility 

Our study identifed various inaccessible design factors in tables 
online, which should inform the design of accessible visualizations 
as well. The data visualization research community has been vocal 
regarding the necessity of making visualization more accessible by 
providing alternative data modalities (e.g., [56, 58]). For example, 
High Chart [24] ofers an accessibility layer on top of a visualization 
enabling screen readers to read out the data when users navigate to a 
data point. From a user’s point of view, these interactions are similar 
to table interactions as they hear the data points linearly. Hence, the 
fndings of this work, such as the inadequate perception of blank 
cells (equivalent to missing values) or the confusion around multi-
level headings (equivalent to multi-variate cases in visualizations), 
should inform the design of accessible visualization interaction. 

In addition, tables are used to supplement graphs and charts, 
especially for BLV people. Many accessibility guidelines (e.g., [3, 4]) 
recommend visualization authors provide a table alongside the vi-
sualization to ensure BLV people can access data through screen 
readers. Recent work by Jung et al. [52] demonstrates the impor-
tance of tables in communicating visualizations by interviewing 
people with visual impairments. Our tool will also enhance the 
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Expected beneft Response U.S. U.K. Australia Total 

Fewer crashes 

Very likely 26.1 23.5 24.2 24.6 
Somewhat likely 41.7 47.6 48.1 45.8 
Somewhat unlikely 22.2 21.6 21.4 21.7 
Very unlikely 10 7.2 6.3 7.8 

Less trafc congestion 

Very likely 19.2 15.2 15.2 16.5 
Somewhat likely 30.5 32.1 32.3 31.6 
Somewhat unlikely 32.9 37.4 36.2 35.5 
Very unlikely 17.4 15.4 16.2 16.3 

Table 5: Part of an example table that we generate the summary. 

Pid Age Gender Edu. Occupation Light Perception Onset Age (year) Screen reader Years Used Has previous experience of Chrome extensions? 
1 25 Female B.S. Unemployed Y 15 JAWS 10 N 
2 28 Male B.S. Solutions consultant N 9 VoiceOver 6 Y 
3 35 Female B.S. Unemployed N 0 JAWS 10 Y 
4 35 Male M.S. Unemployed Y 0 JAWS, NVDA 10 N 
5 26 Male H.S. Language interpreter N 8 JAWS 10 Y 

Table 6: Demographics of participants for evaluation. Pid=Participant ID. Edu=Education (H.S.=High School, B.S.=Bachelors 
of Science, M.S.=Masters of Science). 

comprehension of visualizations by improving the readability of 
supplemental tables. 

7.3 Bridging the Beneft Gap between Sighted 
and Visually Impaired People 

Human vision can process complex information efciently by lever-
aging heuristics. For example, Gestalt principles address how hu-
man vision can infer the relationship between objects by seeing 
their organizations [74]. Tables leverage many visual metaphors in 
their designs. For example, if a cell is empty, it is straightforward for 
sighted people to think that the cell does not have a value. If a cell 
spans multiple columns, it tells sighted people that the value applies 
to multiple columns. If a row is empty, sighted people see that as 
a separation between multiple joint tables. If the table contains 
multiple headings signaled with bold fonts, then sighted people can 
immediately associate them as a corresponding row and column. 
These efcient operations are the reason why tables are popular in 
communicating data. When these visual compositions need to be 
serialized using speech, however, it can cause misunderstandings. 
In this work, we attempt to bridge the gap in benefts that sighted 
people would gain from table representations and that BLV people 
would gain. 

7.4 Limitations & Future Work 
To collect the guidelines from online resources, we searched the 
web pages via Google with a limited set of keywords. Therefore, the 
collection of guidelines may not be a comprehensive set. We also 
acknowledge that the process to create the collection may not be 
fully reproducible since the Google search results are personalized. 
However, based on our observations, the vast majority of them are 
based on the WCAG guidelines and their tutorial examples, and 
most of them illustrate the uses of HTML language where there are 
only limited sets of tags and attributes. We believe that while the 
collection procedure may not be perfectly reproducible, the results 

and the fndings will be very close to what we present in this paper 
if other researchers attempt to replicate it. 

The goal of this research is to enhance the accessibility of au-
thored tables, as opposed to focusing on promoting authors to create 
an accessible table. While this approach has a beneft where we 
can make legacy tables more accessible, we would like to note that 
we do not advocate that accessibility should be implemented in a 
secondary fashion. Based on our fndings of what makes data tables 
inaccessible, future work will explore a simple and unobtrusive au-
thoring interface that aids authors in creating accessible tables. For 
example, we can envision a text editor plug-in where it dynamically 
detects components that make tables not accessible while authors 
are editing and provide warnings and auto-corrects to enhance the 
accessibility literacy of authors as well as the accessibility of tables. 

While our performance evaluation demonstrated our tool could 
detect tables most of the time with the sampled collection, we 
may encounter ill-formatted tables that our tool can not detect 
when we launch the tool in the wild. As future work, we will add a 
logging feature that a user can report the problem. When the user 
encounters the tables that are not readable, they can simply click 
the problem report button, and then the tool will save the URL. We 
envision this collection of failure examples will provide insights for 
further enhancing the robustness and generalizability of our tool. 

We performed a qualitative evaluation of our tool to demonstrate 
how the tool can be useful in interacting with ill-designed tables. 
Since we only had fve participants in our study, the results may 
have limited generalizability. While we did not measure more ob-
jective measures such as accuracy and time, our qualitative results 
can inform in designing a controlled study to evaluate table accessi-
bility in general. For example, since a few participants shared that 
jumping around individual tables is better than a gigantic table, we 
envision designing a controlled study to fnd an optimal threshold 
to split the table by measuring their time and performance. In the 
study, researchers can vary the number of rows and columns, as 
well as tasks, and the result will provide a quantifed beneft and 
the circumstance where the beneft is maximized. Also, since a few 
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participants illustrated that knowing what columns to expect be-
fore navigating the tables is helpful, a controlled study can further 
quantify the efectiveness of this feature. 

We observed that participants wished to carry out diferent tasks 
based on the granularity of the data presented in the table. Partici-
pants were more interested in statistics like min, max, and mode 
when interacting with summary tables (e.g., presenting aggregated 
numbers by category), such as the trafcking table T2 or the self-
driving table T3. While interacting with tables with raw values, 
such as the vaccine table T1, they were more interested in trends. 
This observation provided us with future research questions: do 
people want to conduct diferent tasks based on the level of aggre-
gation of data? If so, how can we detect and support those cases 
diferently? 

This work focuses on the front-end part of the pipeline by modi-
fying the HTML tables to make them more accessible. Future work 
should explore redesigning screen readers based on the problems 
identifed from the past experiences with screen readers and their 
testimony shared during the formative study (e.g., complex com-
mands, repetitions of information, and unexpected pointer move-
ment with no indication). It is worth noting that many participants 
were not aware that settings could be changed to avoid some of 
the problems. We assume that even if they know, it could be hard 
always to make changes to the screen readers’ settings to satisfy dif-
ferent situations. Therefore, future work can explore how a screen 
reader can be more adaptable to the table reading scenario, ofering 
the best experience when the screen reader detects a data table 
online. 

8 CONCLUSION 
We analyzed and consolidated existing accessibility guidelines on 
how to design accessible web data tables and conducted an inter-
view study with BLV people to investigate how these guidelines 
align with their actual needs and how the web data tables should be 
improved. Based on the guidelines and the fndings from our study, 
we designed and implemented a browser plug-in to help BLV people 
reformat the web data table they may encounter during their daily 
life. Lastly, we demonstrated the usefulness and the accessibility of 
the tool with an evaluation study. 
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